Establishing a versatile Golden Gate cloning system for genetic engineering in fungi.
The corn pathogen Ustilago maydis is a well-studied fungal model organism. Along with a broad set of experimental tools, versatile strategies for the generation of gene replacement mutants by homologous recombination in U. maydis have been developed. Nevertheless, the production of corresponding linear DNA constructs still constitutes a time-limiting step. To overcome this bottleneck, various resistance cassette modules were adopted for use with the so-called Golden Gate cloning strategy. These modules allow not only simple gene deletions but also more sophisticated genetic manipulations like inserting sequences for C-terminal protein tagging. The type IIs restriction enzyme BsaI was selected for this novel approach as its recognition sites are comparatively rare in the U. maydis genome. To test the efficiency of the new strategy it was used to test the influence of varying flank lengths as well as the effect of non-homologous flank ends on homologous recombination. Importantly, to proof a broad applicability in other fungi the same strategy was used to generate mutants in the filamentous ascomycete Aspergillus nidulans. Hence, we present a highly efficient and economic cloning strategy that speeds up reverse genetic approaches in fungi.